from the seventies

NEWS

2013
Chairman’s chatter –
Drivers Meeting
Finals Lunch

Look forward to seeing you all
there, if anyone has any proposals
to improve our Championship
but can’t make it to Silverstone
please email them to me.

Will & Nell Morton will be
bringing their catering van to
Silverstone and cooking up
a delicious selection of Lamb
Burgers and Rare Breed Pork
Sausages from animals reared on
their farm.
Parked in the paddock along
side James Deans gazebo and
hopefully identified by the flag.
Lunch will be served from
2.00pm.

Vehicle Regulations
It is possible that Dallas may carry
out some checks during the day if
not only weighing some cars as it is
our final race of the season.
We are grateful for all Dallas and
his team do throughout the year,
their time and enthusiasm is
invaluable to the success of the
HSCC.
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An Agenda with full details has
been sent out under separate
cover. The meeting will be held
between qualifying and the race.
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Who’s who
Feedback from competitors
is welcome any time throughout
the year, so do not hesitate to
contact any member of the 70’s
Committee:
CHAIRMAN: Charles Barter
CLASS A: Mark Bennett
CLASS B&G: Charles Barter
CLASS C: Howard Bentham
CLASS D&E: Mark Oldfield
CLASS F: Ralph Harwood-Penn
TECHNICAL REGISTRAR:

Ralph Harwood-Penn
EMAIL: office@hscc.org.uk
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All written correspondence
should be addressed to:

HSCC 70s Road Sports – October 2013

Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit
Silverstone
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
(ref: 70s Road Sports)
Tel: 01327 858 400
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Brands Hatch Indy – Report
The Brands Indy meeting never seems to attract
even an average entry, recently this appears to be
a common theme for all the Clubs Championships,
perhaps it is late in the season and many competitors
have exhausted their budgets or there is just too
much Historic motorsport in the month of September,
or drivers don’t particularly like the Indy layout. But
it does provide some very close racing and sometimes
a few surprises, the more powerful cars have little
advantage on this circuit, witness the little Imps
climbing all over the quick Lotus Cortinas in a really
exciting Historic Saloon race.

Paul Stafford made a rare appearance on time for
signing on only to be delayed in scrutineering
because one of the scutineers did not understand
the fire extinguisher system but he did manage to
tag onto the back off the grid in the holding
paddock. Jai Sharma’s Ferrari 308 only completed
2 laps before pulling off John Hall was making a
welcome return in the immaculate 260 Z Datsun
and putting himself clear of a squabbling group
including the Alfas, Chris Alfords Midget , Mark
Leveretts Porsche, Alan Hersey in the Scimitar,
Pauls Datsun and Peter Head in the MGB.

The weather couldn’t really make up its mind, the
sun came bursting through during the morning
raising the temperatures but come the races a few
spots of rain appeared from the building clouds just
before the starts, quickly blowing through allowing
the track to dry out by about ten laps into the race;
a pattern that seemed to occur for most races.

On a damp track Julian was immediately by the two
Europas off the line, with James falling to third and
quickly dropping behind the leaders who spent the
first half of the race swapping places until Ollie’s
throttle cable snapped whilst leading, they were so
close much of the time they almost seemed tied
together; it had been running smoothly after the
misfire was rectified during the lunch break, Julian
then went on to a easy and untroubled win.

Qualifying saw a new name heading the list, James
Dean has been working hard on the car’s setup
and with some testing the day before managed to
put his Europa on pole, somewhat helped by the
misfire Ollie Ford was experiencing at the top end
in his similar car. Julian was less than a tenth behind
most likely missing out on the drag down the
paddock straight, next up was Will Jenkins in the
lovely BMW 3.0 CSL, which broke its timing belt
before the end of the session, closely followed by
Sarah Bennett-Baggs in the pink 911.
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Robert Barter’s Jenson Healey was having a fine
old scrap with John’s Datsun in the early stages but
thought a class win would be more important for
the Championship so backed off a little. Paul
Stafford came out on top of a race long battle with
Bob Trotter, and Chris Alford performed his giant
killing job by keeping the other Alfas behind.
Some great racing throughout the field entertained
a reasonable crowd for a Clubby meeting

